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MANDARINS AND MILLENARIANS:
REFLECTIONS ON THE BOXER UPRISING OF 1899-1900
A l,ecture deUvered at the School, of Oriental, and African Studies on
June 6" 1979" in memory of Professor Maurice Freedman

I was delighted when Dr. Watson asked me to give the first lecture in the
new series planned by the Contemporary China Institute. - Delighted and
surprised. I am after all a historian, not a specialist on current affairs.
This afternoon's subject ,the Boxers, only just falls within the confines
of the present century; but it has been chosen in the hope that it may
prove of interest not only to historians of politics but also to those
whose concern is with the contemporary scene.
'Le vrai historien,' said
Febvre, 'a deux patries: le pass~ et le pr~sent.'
The executive committee of the Institute have decided to dedicate
this lecture to the memory of the late Professor Maurice Freedman.*
This is an act of homage to one of the greatest authorities on Chinese
society and a gesture that touches me very deeply, since Maurice was both
a colleague and a friend of mine during his tenure of the professorship
of social anthropology at the University of Oxford. It is also an honour
that, to speak honestly, causes me some apprehension since I know very
well how far what you are about to hear will fall short of the exacting
standards that he set.
One of Maurice's most striking gifts, and one much in evidence at
his seminars at All Souls, was his ability to reconsider familiar data

For a perceptive intellectual biography and a comprehensive bibliography of Freedman's writings, see G.W. Skinner's obituary in American
Anthropol,ogist LXXVIII, no. 4, 1976, pp. 871-885. The Jewish Journal, of
Sociol,ogy XVII, no. 2, 1975, contains a subtle psychological portrait by
P. Cohen (pp. 121-123) and a discerning account by J.S. Gould of Freedman's
institutional life and commitments. A fine description of Freedman's
character and intellectual originality may also be found in Sir Raymond
Firth's memorial address given at All Souls' Chapel on December 6, 1975
(privately printed, 15 pp.). Shorter notices are in The Times (July 22,
1975, p. 16); The British Journal, of Sociol,ogy XXVI, no. 3, 1975,
following p. 262, by D.G. Macrae; and Man (n.s.)X, no. 4,1975, pp. 613614, by G~ran Aijmer.
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and draw out of them new conclusions that seemed obvious enough once
reached but which had somehow escaped the rest of us. It is in such a
spirit of reconsideration that I would like to approach the Boxers, a
hackneyed subject if ever there was one. In particular, I want to try
to answer two simple but subversive ~uestions, namely, why did they
appear where they did and only there; and why were they able to grow
and expand in a way not achieved by any other anti-Christian movement
in China? In answering them, I hope to show that the rather general
explanations for the Boxers given by most historians have to be supplemented by precise and particular considerations and, to some extent at
least, replaced by them.
The Boxers of 1899 and 1900 had tenuous historical links with earlier
movements bearing similar names as far back as the later eighteenth
century. 1 The significance of these antecedents seems slight enough,
however, to justify our concentrating entirely on the later 1890s for the
purposes of the present discussion.
The Boxer movement of this period resulted from the convergence of
two earlier and separate paramilitary forces. These were located in the
two areas shown on the map as the 'Proto-Boxer Heartland' and the 'Great
Sword Society, 1895-97'. These forces expanded, from different directions,
into a region suffering from an unusual degree of economic dislocation,
demoralization and, possibly, latent popular hysteria. This third region
is approximately that shown in the map as the scene of Boxer activities
from August 1899 up to and including February 1900.
The first of these two forces was composed of unofficial self-defence
militia who were active in the lands that straddle the border between the
provinces of Shantung and Chihli, and west of the city of Lin-ch' ing on
the bend of the Grand Canal. 2 The area may be thought of as a triangle
bounded by Kuang-p' ing, Nan-kung and Kuan-hsien. 3 Thirty years previously
it had been the scene of an uprising by leaders of the Eight Trigram Sect,
who had been loosely allied with the Nien rebels. The sectaries were
notable for their magical warfare whereby scattered beans were said to
become soldiers and stools to turn into horses, for a female military
leader, for I troops and generals from Heaven', and for the assertion of
a new imperial authority from a palace set up in a village. 4 All but the
las t of these' characteristics have obvious affinities with the later
movement. As ,.of.1898 these proto-Boxers (if I may so call them) regarded
themselves as 'newly established', although they probably went back in
some form at least to the middle of the nineteenth century. 5 Bodies that
the Shanghai newspaper the North-China HeraZd called 'village leagues'
were not uncommon in western Shantung' in the early 1890s for defence
against robbers. 6
They were not, therefore, anti-Christian from the beginning. They
became so because of conflicts with mission converts. The best-known of
these ~uarrels occurred at Li-yuan-t'un in an isolated enclave of Kuanhsien that was in fact inside Chihli province,7 where the Roman Catholics
ac~uired and then pulled down a temple sacred to the Jade Emperor some
time around 1887. In 1897 the villagers counter-attacked, led or assisted
by a group called the Plum Blossom Fists. A second attack, launched in'
the spring of 1898, was big enough to be described by the North-China
HeraZd as 'open rebellion'. It was suppressed by the troops of Governor
Chang Ju-mei. 8
Popular' hatre<;l of the converts was sharpened in 1898 by the influx
of anti-Christian broadsheets from Ts'ang-chou, further north up the
Grand Canal. The proto-Boxers encountered this propaganda at the markets
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where they gave displays of their martial arts. 9 Mendacious anti-foreign
propaganda had of course a general circulation in the province. An
example is the set of coloured prints, pasted up in places like inns,
showing the war of 1894 not as a national humiliation but as a Chinese
victory not just over Japan but all the other powers as well. ID Several
Shantung officials wrote demUl.ciations of the foreigners, including
Governor Li Ping-heng and the magistrate of Hsia-chin county, which lies
just east of Lin-ch'ing. 11
Finally, some time early in 1899, the proto-Boxer movement advanced
east and north out of its heartland, in the directions of En-hsien and
Pao-ting respectively. 12
The second force was the Great Sword Society. More precisely, it
was that part of it that was active between Ts'ao-chou, Hsu-chou, and
Chi-ning. 13 This area lies to the south of the proto-Boxer heartland,
and is separated from it by the Yellow River. The Society first appeared
in Ts' ao-chou in 1895, and much of its early appeal was to the better-off
as a form of partly practical, partly magical self-defence against brigands,
whose depredations had reached a climax in the preceding years. In 1896
and 1897 it led uprisings here that were ostensibly anti-Christian, although
their motive may in part have been resistance to the increased tax on opium,
which was grown widely in the region. 14 Their opposition to Christians was
intermittent, and punctuated by periods of friendship • They made opportunistic use of popular dislike of Christian refusal to participate in the
customary social rituals. They took advantage of the hostility among landlords aroused by the Church's protection of tenants who were converts.
They capitalized on the help sometimes inadvertently given by missionaries
to criminals, and on the claims made by some bandits and sectaries in southwestern Shantung to be Christians~ in order to benefit from the Church's
prestige. But they also plundered non~Christians, and flirted with the idea
of rebellion. Anti-Christianity was not their only, or even essential,
\
reason for existence. IS It may also be of significance that the Great Sword
Society rebels were organized in t'uan or 'militia-bands', each of a thousand men. 16 Claims of invulnerability to weapons, and the sponsoring of
theatrical performances to attract new members were part of their stock-intrade. 17
In the next year, 1898, anti-Christian boxing societies began to be
formed in this southern area. 18 Most observers identified them with the
Great Sword Society.19 The comment of the censor Huang Kuei at the end of
1899 is typical. 'Broadly speaking,' he wrote, 'the Sword Societies, the
Boxing Associations, and the Militia are different aspects of the same
phenomenon. When they break the law, they are bandits. When they behave
themselves, they are ordinary commoners.,2D
Nonetheless, the identification was not complete. During 1899 the
northernmost part of Kiangsu was filled with famine refugees, and the Great
Sword Society vigoroUSly recruited members there. Its objectives were at
least as much self-defence as opposition to the foreigners; and it remained
quiet here in 1900 at the time when the Boxers in Chihli were fighting the
Powers and occupying the cities of Peking and Tientsin. 21
In the middle of 1899 there were anti-Christian outbreaks in Chi-ning
and then Ts 'ao-chou,22 and some of the Society also began to move north"""
wards. 23 In August the Boxer leader Ch'en Chao led a rising in the area
that spans ChU-yeh, Chi~ning, and Wen-shang. Disturbances by so-called
'Sword bandits' occurred in the same month in Fei-ch'eng and P'ing-yin. 24
The point at which the two original forces joined was probably the
outbreak at En-hsien and P'ing-yuan in September and October led by
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25
Chu Hung-teng. Chu was a rich man either from Chih-p' ing
or from
Ch'ang-ch'ing, slightly to the east,26 but there is some evidence that some
of his forces came from the south, though his newest recruits were levied
in Ch'ang-ch'ing. His training grounds certainly featured the trademark
of the Society, a long sword hung up horizontally. But he had entered an
area in which boxing societies had already been established, and it is a
reasonable guess that these came from or were inspired by the proto-Boxer
heartland to the west. 27
The region where this suggested convergence took place had several
distinguishing characteristics.
First, it was full of refugees made homeless by the repeated flooding
of the Yellow River between 1892 and 1898. 28 The areas affected by floods
are shown on the map. Of course, to some extent seasonal migrations from
the flooded river plain were institutionalized. The North-China HeraZd
observed that 'the stronger members of the family ... will deliberately
set off for a winter's campaign of respectable beggary ••• conducting
themselves in an orderly manner. ,29 There were also large numbers of
refugees in substantially missionized areas such as Tsou-p' i ng30 that were
virtually untouched by Boxerism. For both of these reasons, the contribution made by refugees to anti-Christian violence should not be overestimated.
Second, the increasing transfer of the yearly shipments of tax rice
that was sent from the Yangtze valley to Peking away from the Grand Canal
and on to sea-going steamships had led to unemployment among Canal boatmen
and service-workers. 31 Private shipments of private goods tended to avoid
the Canal because of the heavy transit dues. 32 At the northern terminus
of the Canal, the water and road links between T'ung-chou and Peking had
been superseded by a railway in 1897, a development that had destroyed
T'ung-chou's traditional transport industries. 33 Over the winter of 1899
to 1900 the water in the Canal was too low to permit large boats to move,
and the tax rice vessels were stranded in Shantung. 34
The Canal was the economic artery of the area in which the Boxers were
first active. For example, the four hundred ships that carried the Shantung
quota of tax grain customarily brought large quantities of illegal, dutyfree goods back on the return journey from Tientsin. These were sold at
fairs at Te-chou and other cities around the end of the lunar year. 35 Economic decline also seems to have made parts of the Canal zone dangerous.
Both Su-ch'ien in northern Kian~su and Lin-ch'ing in western Shantung were
famous for the sale of rifles and revolvers for personal protection. 36
(We may note in passing that military primitivism, sometimes ascribed to
the Boxers, was usually a symbolic act on the part of anti-foreign officials
rather than the result of popular taboos. 37)
Third, the area was full of d~cZa88~ elements, marginal and violent
men many of whom became Boxers. There were village bullies and thieves,38
and probably professional gamblers, seeing that Lin-ch'ing was a centre of
organized gambling. 39 Others were disbanded soldiers, for large numbers
of demobilized troops had passed through Lin-ch'ing on their way back south
after the Sino-Japanese war of 1894/5, many of them from western Shantung. 40
A few deserters may also have come from Yuan Shih-k'ai's forces when he
marched briefly into Shantung in May 1899, enforcing an unpopular degree
of discipline on his men. He took the route that the Boxers were to take,
in reverse, to Tientsin six months later. 41 The two Boxer leaders in
Tientsin, Ts' ao Fu-t' ien and Chang Te-ch 'eng, were, appropriately, an exsoldier turned bandit and an out-of-work Canal boatman, both or them from
Ching-hai. 42
Fourth, the people of the area in which the Boxers were most active
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in the later part of 1899 and early 1900 seem to have been unusually prone
to mass hysteria. 43 An early illustration of this is the flood scare of
1872 in the localities south of Pao-ting. The Sheng-hsien sect proclaimed
that 'on a certain date a flood of waters would devastate the country, and
only the faithful few who prepared themselves for its coming by building
boats could escape - like another Noah - from the ruin that would overtake
the land.' And so, as the North-China Herald reported, 'boats were built
in immense numbers •.•• [T]he fated day ••• came and passed, to the confusion of those whose arks, ready provisioned for a voyage, stood unconcealed
before their doors. Many broke up their boats at once, but every here
and there in that district ~ou will come across them half-decayed and used
for all sorts of purposes~' 4 A later example is the kidnapping panic in
the swnmer of 1897. This was a rehearsal in miniature for the anti-Christian
pogrom two-and-a-half year's later. It covered a region lying between
Tientsin and T'ung-chou in Chihli and Ch'ing-chou and Wei-hsien in Shantung
that was almost exactly that subsequently affected by the Boxers. In
Tientsin, if not elsewhere, there was some rational basis for fearing the
theft of children. In the swnmer, when the grain-ships passed through,
boys and girls were stolen and smuggled south. Some of them were deliberately deformed, so that they could serve their owners as beggars. With apprehension of this sort in the background, rwnours began to circulate that the
foreigners were sending out hypnotists who lured away children and cut out
their vital organs; In view of the later use of hypnotism on teenagers by
the Boxers,· this phobia may have been based on Chinese practices current
in the area. County magistrates reacted by issuing proclamations, some of
which the North-China Herald thought were 'phrased in such a way as to inflame the people to madness.' Popular frenzy led to false accusations,
judicial murders, lynchings,and assaults on alleged kidnappers and on
those simply thought to have connections with foreigners. It was over by
early October, with the abruptness characteristic of Chinese panics. 45
From cases like these it might be surmised that the foreigners were apt to
be incorporated, as new demonic agents, in the system of popular beliefs
already existing in this area and characterized by fears of malevolent
magic and general destruction. The oddest twist to the theme of the invisible troublemaker came during the Boxer movement itself. The GovernorGeneral of Chihli reported, preswnably following popular opinion, that
Chinese Christians had put on red or yellow turbans and actually disguised
themselves as Boxers. They had secretly buried explosive mines in Tientsin
and its environs but there was, he said, 'no means of detecting who they
were' .46
This s.patial analysis of the Boxer movement clarifies to some extent
why it occurred where it did, but difficult questions remain about its
probable causes. Information is available on the approximate nwnbers and
distribution of both Roman Catholic and Protestant Christian converts in
Shantung in 1901,47 and these are shown on the map. On the assumption that
the situation was not drastically different from that obtaining in 1899,
it is clear that neither the proto-Boxer heartland, not the area of the
Great Sword Society uprisings, was exceptionally heavily missionized. The
map is, however, misleading in that it does not adequately show the presence of the Catholic Christians whom we know to have been present in
Ts'ao-chou, Shan-hsien, and Ch'eng-wu in the Shantung sector of the Great
Sword Society region (or, of course, those in the northern Kiangsu sector).48
Furthermore, both core areas were about 150 miles away from the nearest nonmissionary foreigners, those who lived in the ports of Tientsin and Tsingtao.
Unlike the coastal districts, parts of which had suffered from the Sino-
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Japanese war of 1894 and the German punitive expedition by ship to Jih-chao
in 1899,49 they had never been entered by foreign soldiers. The areas of
foreign occupation in Shantung, and about half of the missionized areas,
were untouched by Boxerism. The region of maximum Christian concentration,
which was Ch'ing-chou, with more than 6,000 converts, was only moderately
affected, and mostly in the flood-stricken areas to its north. 50 Comparable
figures on the quantitative extent of missionary penetration in southern
Chihli are not available. Kuang-p'ing and Ta-ming were only served by the
Protestant South Chihli Mission, which does not suggest numerous converts. 51
It therefore appears that the link between Boxerism and the religious and
foreign irritant usually supposed to have caused it is nothing like as
strong as it should be to serve as a convincing sufficient explanation.
So far as it is possible to tell, the Boxer movement had no direct
connection with the anti-Christian movement led by the gentry of I-chou in
the first half of 1899,52 or with the anti-German outbreaks in this year
along the southeastern coast of Shantung. 53 They were separated from it
by the T'ai-shan massif.
If it is permissible to judge from the statistics collected by Cochrane
for 1912, Shantung was less heavily missionized than Chihli, having at this
later date about 10 missionaries per million population as against 25 per
million for the latter province. Converts numbered about 0.6 per cent in
Shantung and about 2.0 per cent in Chihli. 54 The 1901 figures were much
lower. The 62,000 converts in Shantung in this year were perhaps 0.2 per
cent of the province's total population. How did such a small stimulus
produce such a violent reaction in the zone linking the proto-Boxer heartland and the Great Sword Society area? And why was there no comparable
reaction in more heavily missionized places such as Tsou-p'ing, Wu-ting,55
and Chefoo? The most plausible answer is that only in western Shantung,
especially northwestern Shantung, and the adjacent part of Chihli, was
there a convergence of all the factors making for social instability that
have so far been mentioned.' This having been said, it is necessary to
dispose of three alternative but unsatisfactory hypotheses.
First, it is tempting to suppose that Boxer claims of invulnerability
to foreign weapons, and the belief in the demonic nature of foreigners and
Christians, would have gained credence most easily where people had only
a slight knowledge of what foreigners and Christians were really like. 56
This hypothesis is put out of court by the enthusiasm with which the Boxer .
ideology was greeted in the treaty port of Tientsin when it arrived there. 57
Second, it might be supposed that there was some pre-existing, underlying pattern of differential propensities to hostility tow.ards foreigners.
The Wei-hsien correspondent of the HepaZd observed in 1895 that 'the attitude
of the people differs greatly throughout the province,.58 Certain areas in
western Shantung were notoriously nasty for missionaries, Yen-chou for
example. 59 But this approach does not help us to understand 1899 and 1900.
Some places where the Boxers were active had periods of good relationships
between converts and non-Christians, Lin-ch'ing and Chi-nan for instance. 60
Some places where there was anti-Christian trouble earlier in the 1890s
were untouched by Boxerism. An example is Wei-hai-wei. 61
Third, it might be conjectured that it was the novelty of the missionary presence, rather than its weight, that was provocative. 62 The general
movement of missionary work in Shantung and northern Kiangsu seems to have
been from east to west. 63 Thus the first missions only reached Hsu-chou
in 1897,64 at a time when the missionary college in Teng-chou was almost
thirty years old. 65 The rate of expansion of Catholicism in south Shantung
was also at its highest in the decade of the 1890s in the year between
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about 40 ~ercent per annum for baptised Christians and 36
per cent for catechUmens, 6
The assumption that, after an initial period
of confrontation, converts and non-Christians settled into a more-or-less
stable symbiosis seems to be refuted, however, by the case of the longestablished American station at En-hsien, an early focus of Boxer activity.67
Thus far we have been looking at the Boxer movement from the outside.
What did it look like from the inside?
In the first place, it was an anti-Christian pogrom. It sought the
physical elimination of scapegoats who were regarded as the source of illfortune. In this respect it had something in common with late mediaeval
millenarian movements. As Professor Cohn has shown, these flourished
not so much among peasants and artisans as among what he calls 'an
unorganized, atomized popUlation , •. on the margin of society .. ,
people who were not simply poor but who could find no assured or
recognized place in society at all. ,68 Outbreaks typically took place
against a background of natural disaster. The more extreme ideologies
prescribed the killing of the ungodly as the believer's duty. 69 The kinship of Boxerism with such movements is evident from a poster put up in
Peking: 70
1898 and 1899:

The supernaturally assisted Boxers ••• have only arisen because
devils have plagued the North China plain. They have urged
people to believe in Christianity, which is to usurp Heaven.
They do not respect the Gods or Buddhas, and are forgetful of
their ancestors. These men have no principles in their human
relationships. Few of the women are chaste. These demons are
not the children of human beings. If you don't believe what
we say, look at them carefully: the devils' eyes all emit
blue light. The rain does not fall. The ground has dried up.
All this has happened because the Christian churches have put
a stop to [the workings of] Heaven. The Gods are angry and
the Immortals vexed •.•. If you want to drive away the devils ,
it will not take much effort. Pull up the railway lines! Cut
the telegraph wires! Smash the great steamships! ••• Once all
the devils have been Slaughtered, the great Ch'ing dynasty will
enjoy a peaceful ascendancy.
Other posters declared that the Christians had offended the Jade Emperor
and so brought about epidemics, drought, and poor harvests. 71 One or two
spoke of an imminent day of disaster on which only the good would be
spared, and of a coming 'year of destruction , • 72 This sort of prophecy
had been characteristic of the White Lotus sectaries a century earlier. 73
Once again we find the Christians and foreigners being worked into a preexisting framework of ideas.
There was a morbid fear of spies,74 imagined undercover agents
analogous to the imagined hypnotists of three years earlier. Anyone who
wore unpadded clothing, studied foreign books, or simply seemed suspicious was likely to be declared a spy and butchered. 75 The search for
spies was a common pretext for robbery. 76 The detection and killing of
Christians and alleged Christians was almost as capricious. Some of the
Boxer masters claimed to be able to see a cross on the forehead of converts that was invisible to ordinary eyes. 77 So many were killed in
Tientsin that the Grand Canal is said to have changed colour,78 and many
of those put to death were indisputably not Christians. 79
Rumours of the poisoning of wells by Christians were widespread; 80
and the popular sense of insecurity was heightened by such Boxer tricks
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as the stage-managed discovery of iron objects alleged to be land-mines
and bombs that would otherwise have blown the city of Tientsin to
smithereens. 8I These fears were offset by belief in an instantaneous,
virtually magical ,regeneration and prosperity if the devils were done
away with and Boxer rituals followed. 'Once the foreigners are swept
away,' said a popular slogan, 'the rain will fall of its own accord and
the disasters disappear.' 82 According to the anonymous work A Month in
Tientsin: 'The foolish people told each other that •.• in the [Boxers' ]
militia they cooked their rice in a copper cauldron holding about two
'
pints, from which thousands and tens of thousands of people were served
without it ever becoming empty. ,83 Liu Meng-yang's account of Tientsin
under Boxer rule describes how believers were told to extinguish their
fires, seal their chimneys with red paper, and offer five loaves of
steamed bread at midnight, together with a bowl of cold water and a
hundred copper cash.* Thereafter, it was asserted, 'the steamed bread
and cold water could be eaten and drunk without their ever being exhausted,
and the more cash was spent,the more there would be.,84
The ease with which the ordinary people believed even the most exaggerated Boxer claims is as surprising as the speed with which this credulity
vanished. Here is how Wu Yung, the anti-Boxer magistrate 6f Huai-lai in
Chihli, described the initial welcome given to them: 85
The masses believed that the Heavenly Gods had come down to
earth. The supernatural techniques of the Boxers were taught
everywhere ••.• It was said that they could swallow swords,
spit fire, call down winds, and command the rains. They were
just like characters from the novel The Enfeoffment of the Gods.
Women and children in all the villages chattered away, hoping
to see them soon •..• There was a very warm sentiment in favour
of driving the foreigners out .••• For this reason, educated
scholars and gentry in the county also spoke of their doings
with delight.
By June, 1900, Boxer practices were all the rage in Peking.
Ch'ai 0: 86

According to

Training-grounds were set up everywhere. One saw them whereever one turned one's eyes. Previously there had only been
one altar to each street .•• but now there were three or four
••. or even five or six. Altars were first set up by the
followers of the bandits. Later on, weal thy folk did the
same. From princes and nobles at the top to singers and
actors and yamen lictors at the bottom, almost everyone was
enrolled in a militia band.
As is well known, the Boxers claimed invulnerability to bullets and
swords, the ability to fly, become invisible, multiply their bodies, and
kill at a distance as well as the powers of healing and bringing the dead
back to life. Within a few months, their failure to substantiate these
assertions provoked popular anger. According to A Month in Tientsin: 87

*

The term 'cash' is conventionally used in Western writings on China
to designate the lowest denomination of traditional copper coin, and is
a Pidgin English word derived from the Sanskrit karsha 'copper'.
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If there were dead and wounded in the Boxer militias, the
Masters would not permit people to weep for them, nor to
burn paper money ••. "So-and-so has become a spirit," they
would say. "What is the use of weeping?" At first, people
obediently did as they were told, but, as the deaths and
injuries increased, many disobeyed and cursed the Masters
for their lack of magic, which had merely destroyed men's
lives.
When the sceptical asked how it was that so many supposedly invulnerable
Boxers had been killed by gunfire, the leaders sometimes replied that
'these were persons who were greedy for wealth, and for this reason the
gods did not descend to take possession of them.' This brought the
retort: 'If those who desire money are vulnerable to firearms, why
aren't the Masters and Chief Disciples dead, since they have pillaged
more than anyone else?,88 Disbelief in Boxer magic led to desertions,
a crime for which the punishment was the cutting off of the culprit's
ears, the burning of his home, and sometimes death. 89 Dislike of Boxer
looting caused fighting between Boxers and genuine village militia forces,
and the formation of anti-Boxer trainbands. 90 Overall there was a curious
combination of simple-minded gullibility followed by a swift reassertion
of common sense. 91
Previous writers have mentioned the prevalence of teenagers among
the Boxer forces. 92 Even so, they have underestimated the extent to
which the movement was a children's crusade, in which the young were
manipulated by their elders. 93 According to A Month in Tientsin: 94
There were numerous boys in the militia, some of them only
eight or nine years of age, who held swords and went to
battle. They themselves declared that after they had practised the magic they were no longer the masters of their
own bodies, but felt only the urgency of the [divine] inspiration, and so rushed forward ••.. When the militia fought the
foreigners, most of those who were wounded and killed were
these boys.
The basis of the Boxer technique may have been hypnosis, possibly induced
by eating a small amount of mercuric sulphide, since they were described
as having 'staring red eyes and foaming mouths' .95 The hypnotic aspect
is evident from a passage in a work called A Miscellaneous Record of the

Boxers: 96
The teacher first draws a circle on the ground. He orders
those who wish to receive instruction to step inside it .••.
They stand with their eyes closed, and the Teacher murmurs
spells into their ears •••. Before long some fall prostrate
on the ground. These he teaches. Those who do not so fall
are regarded as unteachable •••• When they practise boxing •••
the instructor holds a boy's right ear with his hand and
makes the boy himself recite the spell three times •••. When
the spell is completed, the boy lies supine on the ground,
almost lifeless. He is then slowly urged to rise and dance
about ••.. Pairs of such boys will fight together as if
facing a mighty enemy. In truth, they are like people drunk,
or in a dream. After a time, the Teacher will slap the boy in
the middle of the back and •.• he will wake up, and stand
there like a wooden chicken, having entirely forgotten the art
of boxing.
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The famous Red Lanterns of Tientsin were mostly unmarried girls under
seventeen years of age, often thought to have been controlled by a
fortune-teller known as the Sacred Mother of the Yellow Lotus. 9! They
were reputed to travel through the air by waving fans or riding on
copper bowls full of water. Their speciality was leaving their homes
at night to burn the houses in the foreigners' own countries, and they
defied parents who tried to remonstrate with them. 98
Many Boxer operations were political theatre. A number of the gods
whom they worshipped, or by whom they claimed to be possessed, were
heroes from operas and novels. Their speech was often declaimed in
operatic fashion. Their costumes were modelled on the military characters
of the stage. 99 Carefully contrived happenings were performed by their
leaders before the marvelling multitudes. Thus, after firewood and kerosene and accomplices had been hidden inside a church, the Boxer masters
would arrive and ignite it from outside by seeming magic with a wave of
the hand and the cry of 'Burn!,.lOO
The taboo placed on foreign articles extended even to names. Rickshaws, or 'Eastern Ocean Carriages' (tung-yang ah'e), had to be renamed
'Great Peace Carriages' to avoid the word yang meaning foreign, and to
carry red labels to that effect. 101 New ideographs were created. The
character for yang itself, which has a water radical on its left-hand
side, was given a fire radical on its right to show that the foreigners
were now between fire and water. 102 Only on the foreign rifle was the
taboo, in practice, lifted. l03
The Boxers would have been no more than a local nuisance if they had
not received a measure of official approval and sponsorship. Some wellinformed observers suspected that Li Ping-heng, who was Governor of Shantung between 1894 and 1898, and YU-hsien, who governed the province from
1898 to 1899, covertly played a part in actually creating the movement. 104
Since the Great Sword Society openly proclaimed that its authority came
from YU-hsien, the most likely hypothesis is that late in 1898 he prompted
the Society to pursue what was in a sense a moderate course: namely to
harass and rob Chinese Christians, but not to kill them, so that they
would break off relations with the Europeans. He probably thought that
foreign governments would only intervene to protect Westerners. This was
quite an astute conception, and might have had some success if the masses
had not escaped from his control. lOS
What is certain is that Boxer determination to kill or drive out the
foreigners in China, and to eliminate the foreign religion, touched a
chord of sympathy in a number of ultra-conservative officials. 106 Most
of them were members of the nobility, the Grand Secretariat, and the
Han-lin Academy, men with little exposure to the responsibilities of
regional administration. 107 They were allured by the vision of taking
advantage of this upsurge of popular enthusiasm, of manipulating it, and
of ridding China of treaty ports, foreign trade, and Christianity. They
dreamed of returning international relations to the golden age of the
Ch'ien-lung reign. The conflict between this vision and the more reliable
assessment of the Boxers provided by other officials, namely that they
were impossible to depend upon, heterodox, and basically rebellious,108
remained unresolved for many months, and this led to a period of indecisive policy at the top. 109 The limp formula adopted by the Empress Dowager during the spring of 1900 was that the authorities should only suppress
the bad elements among the Boxers who behaved like bandits. Membership
of a boxing society was in itself acceptable, even praiseworthy. 110 This
irresolute attitude allowed the movement to grow in the metropolitan
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province of Chihli, to occupy Peking, and in the end to become so dangerous
that direct repression would have been hazardous. III The crucial difficulty
was that not only notables, like Prince Tsai-lien who had been told to put
down the Boxers, but many of the capital's constabulary and regular troops
soon became sympathetic to the Boxers. 112 As Sheng Hsuan-huai said on
June 5th, the loss of government control was the result '6f no decision
being taken as to whether to exterminate them or to conciliate them.,113
The attacks made on the thinly-defended diplomatic legations in
Peking l14 by the Boxers and by regular troops under General Tung Fu~hsiang
obliged the six foreign powers with naval forces off the north China
coast l15 to organize an expedition for their relief. This expedition captured the Ta-ku forts down-river from Tientsin on June 17th, and by so doing
transformed the Chinese internal political situation. 116 China had been
attacked, and was now at war. The ultra-conservatives soon had the better
of the argument at Court, even if they did not win explicit imperial endorsement for all their views. Chinese Christians were designated 'religious bandits', potential allies of the invader who should either recant
or be killed. 117 Forei~ers in China should be exterminated, including
those in the le.gations. 18 The Boxers were indispensable allies of the
official army, representatives of the ~eople' s will who could form an invincible rampart against aggression. 11
Officials who advocated peace
negotiations, and the protection of foreigners and Christians, were traitors. 120 Denunciations of military officers who had been trying to suppress
the Boxers grew more vociferous. 121 As a result of this political shift
at the centre, the controversy within the Chihli bureaucracy over the Boxers
turned into a virtual civil war. Anti~Boxer officials were murdered legally by decrees, and illegally by Boxer assassins, either at their own whim
or at the urging of pro-Boxer officials. 122 Regular troops from pro- and
anti-Boxer factions fought with each other as well as with the foreigners. 123
Once the Court had given its backing to the Boxers in late June, and
told governors and governors-general to levy and arm Boxer militias,124 the
authorities in Honan and Manchuria, who had hitherto been suppressing the
movement,125 observed a limited compliance. 126 A sceptical note can sometimes be detected beneath their dutiful expressions of enthusiasm. 127 YUch'ang, the Governor of Honan, observed that 'those who only have the ability
to be unscathed by sword-blades, and still find it hard to resist gunfire,
do not have the pure art; and should be encouraged to train further.' 128
From Kirin~ General Ch'ang-shun confessed to being 'startled' at the Court's
change of policy. He criticized the backing given to the Boxers by General
Tseng-ch'i at Mukden as 'rash,.129 He had taken a personal look at the art
of a few of the boxing masters and it did 'not appear to be entirely supernatural'. He added tactfully that no doubt the real experts were still in
Chihli and ShantlIDg and too busy to come north. 130 Nonetheless, he' and a
colleague set up altars. 131 The only unqualified enthusiast for butchering
foreigners and converts was YU-hsien, new Governor of Shansi. 132
The other provincial authorities, in Shensi, Kansu, ShantlIDg, Anhwei
and all of the South, simply refused, with varying degrees of suavity, to
sponsor Boxerism. 133 From the Yangtze valley Governors-general Liu K'lID-i
and Chang Chih-tung spoke to the Throne with severe realism: the Boxers
were unreliable; the Powers could best be controlled by exploiting their
mutual rivalries; China was ill-prepared to fight a war; external hostilities could easily create the conditions for an internal rebellion. 134
Taking advantage of a decree of June 21 telling each province to 'make its
own plans' to block the foreigners,135 they signed an independent agreement
wi th the powers, providing protection for foreigners and Christians in the
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areas under their jurisdiction in re.turn for military non-intervention. 136
This bold disobedience presumably saved China from dismemberment.
Our next task is to try to understand the conservative radicalism that
nearly brought China to this latter condition.
The ultra-conservatives believed that the will-power of the mobilized
masses, under suitable control, and a heightened ideOlogical consciousness
could together overcome adverse objective circumstances. YU-hsien argued
at Court that 'the position of our country is continually declining because
the will of the people is not being developed. If we go on killing the
boxing folk it is no different from cutting off our own wings, or opening
the door and bowing politely to robbers.' 137 T'an Chi, Tutor to the HeirApparent, urged the moderates with whom he disagreed to 'think of China's
overall situation, which relies wholly upon the resolution in men's minds.
The spirit of righteous anger is sufficient to repress insults.' 138 'The
foreigners,' declared the Throne, 'depend on cruel strength. We depend on
the people's minds.' With more than four hundred million people all willing
to die, 'what difficulty can there be,' it asked, 'in extinguishing the
blazing fire of their evil-doing?! 139
There was the vision of a nation in arms, of 'the will of the masses' as
a rampart. 140 'The Righteous and Harmonious Militia who have helped in the
fighting,' said one decree, 'have not cost the state one soldier, nor consumed
one ration of food. Even young lads have grasped weapons to defend their
homeland. ,141 In the eyes of such ardent pro-Boxer officials as Kang-i, Chao
Shu-ch'iao, and Wang Hui-li the Boxers were 'knights of righteousness' who
had 'the spirit of the knights-errant of 01d,.142 The supernatural aspects
were rationalized. Censor Lu Chia-mo averred that 'the mind is man's spiritual part. When spirits act through men, they affect them through the mind.
The completely sincere can have a reciprocal influence [upon spirits].' 143
Prince Tuan was more pragmatic. When Li-shan objected that most of the Boxers'
magic did not work, the prince retorted: 'It is only a matter of using their
feelings. Why do you talk about their magic?' 144 The· first attempt at mass
mobilization in modern Chinese history was thus the work of reactionaries.
The logic of extremism envisaged a final solution to the problem of
Christians and foreigners. Censor Hsu Tao-k'un argued that missionary activity was designed 'to lure away our people', and foreign trade 'to seize
our wealth'. 'Inevitably,' he went on to say, 'they will coerce all the
people of the Empire into being their soldiers. ' 145 Converts were therefore
potential rebels. 146 Their efforts at self-defence against the Boxers and,
in some cases, official troops, made it easy to brand them as 'religious bandits' .147 This justified extermination,but the Censor Ch'en Pi objected
that there were too many Chinese Christians 'for them all to be killed'. He
proposed creating what he called Self-Renewal Offices where converts who
trampled on the cross and denied their faith would be allowed to live. Only
those who refused to recant would be p.ut to death. 148 This idea was adopted
in a decree of July 1st. How can it be, the Throne asked rhetorically, that
all the converts 'are really enamoured of alien races, and take death upon
themselves of their own accord? If they can change their faces and wash their
hearts, there is· no reason why they should not be released from the net.,149
P'u-liang, Vice-President of the Board of Finances, wanted to exterminate
the foreigners in the treaty ports, for fear that they might stir up the converts and even march on the capital. 150 Grand Secretary Hsu T'ung and others
called on the Throne to 'root out evil races' and 'alien breeds', in other
words to order a massacre of Westerners and Japanese. 151 Two Han-lin compilers wanted to abolish international law, treaties, foreign trade, concession
areas, loans, and indemnities, and to kill all barbarians in China, so that
'not a single one is left'. 152 Their proposals were often infused with a
nostalgia for the technology of the past. They demanded the destruction of
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railways, the restoration of the traditional system of communications by
relays of horses and riders, and the renewed manufacture of antiquated
weapons like 'cloud ladders' (in other words, scaling ladders) and 'fire
eggs' .153 But perhaps the most faithful guide to the wishful thinking of
the educated classes is the considerably less bloodthirsty and archaic
fake treaty published by the Boxers as a propaganda measure, probably
somewhere in the Yangtze valley. Among the many provisions to which the
foreigners had allegedly agreed are the following: the Powers to pay
indemnities to China, Japan to present tribute, foreigners and missionaries banned from the interior, doubled rental for treaty ports, Chinese
control of the Imperial Maritime Customs, Westerners to kowtow to Chinese
officials, and the demolition of the Trans-Siberian railway. 154 The temptation before these impatient patriots was the prospect of immediately reversing China's painful international situation.
But the Boxers would not submit to official control. What occurred
instead was a political saturnalia in which the roles of ruler and ruled
were momentarily reversed. In Tientsin, and probably several other cities
such as Cho-chou, they took over the administration. The city was divided
up into sectors each ruled by different bands of militia under a unified
command. 155 Officials in sedan-chairs, or on horseback, had to dismount
and stand respectfully to one side when the Boxers went by. 156 They smashed
down many of the government offices, and released the criminals from the
county jail. 157 In Peking they looted the houses of senior officials ,and
shot or stabbed to death lesser officials and army officers in retaliation
for fancied insults or treason. 158 One of their vows followed the promise
to.uphold the dynasty's laws with a pledge 'to kill corrupt officials'. 159
According to a contemporary Japanese account the Boxers referred to the
Peking mandarins as 'the three hundred sheep', and thought only eighteen
of them did not deserve death. 160
The powerlessness of the high-ranking pro-Boxer officials to exercise
effective influence over their prot~g~s was evident as early as mid-June,
when Grand Secretary Kang-i went to Liang-hsing and Cho-chou to try - quite
vainly - to stop the unauthorized killing of foreigners and conv:erts, and
the destruction of government property.1b1 Once large numbers of Boxers
had entered Peking, partly owing to the help of Prince Tsai-Ian,162 there
was carnage and conf~ion there. Many non-Christians were killed,163 and
business life came almost to a standstill because of the destruction or
closure of the money-shops. 164 On June 23 Prince Chuang, Kang-i and others
were appointed to lead the Boxers in the area between Peking and Tientsin. 165
This had no beneficial effect on the situation. 166 As Ch' aiO, the chronicler of Peking's agony, tells it, I corpses were piled up like mountains',
outrages of unment ionable obscenity were practised on Christian women, and
the Han-lin Academy was burned so that, in Ch' ai's phrase, 'the old books
and documents flew off like butterflies'. 167
Ch'ang-tsu, Vice-President of the Board of Finance in charge of granaries, wrote a sceptical appraisal of his own efforts to organize the Boxers
at T'ung-chou: 168
The militia people use spiritual means to establish their
teaching, and so basically do not accept official control.
When one begins to recruit them and win them over, one has
also to restrain the mob to be sure that nothing untoward
happens. They come and go as they please; and rough behaviour has become a habit with them. All that I could do
was to go in person to the various militia and in complete
sincerity make known to them what loyalty and righteousness
were. I gave them as effective a lead as was possible under
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the circumstances, in the hope that they might come under
our jurisdiction. I have now set up a General Militia
Defence Board, and deputed officials and gentry to have
joint charge of it, the intention being that [the Boxers]
may be joined to us in a spirit of unity. But their attitudes are deeply ingrained, and I do not dare to expect
that they can be transformed.
Liu En-p'u, another granary official, who was trying to organize the
Boxers near Peking, observed that less than half of the militia leaders
would cooperate with him merely to the extent of reporting their men's
names. 169 Perhaps the only effective official leadership of the Boxers
was that given by Circuit Intendant T'an Wen-huan at Tientsin. 170 In
Tsun-hua department the Boxers under the Han-lin Bachelor Yang Hsi-lin
engaged in robbing and killing;171 and the private Boxer militias set
up by two members of the imperial clan had to be suppressed by Prince
Chuang for indiscipline. 172 And, as numerous memorials reported, many
so-called Boxers were only ordinary criminals taking the chance to give
their crimes the cover of legitimacy. 173
Let us draw the threads together. Our survey hints at a certain bimodality in Chinese political behaviour whereby long periods of tough but
flexible pragmatism alternate with occasional intense moments of radicalism and irrational excitation. 174 The Boxer uprising is an unusually
clear case of such a moment. Examples of other moments, the Cultural
Revolution perhaps, will occur to anyone familiar with modern Chinese
history. To make it easier to draw comparisons between such episodes,
and to define contrasts, it is useful to list the particular characteristics of the Boxer period as follows:
1. Hatred was used as the basis of mass mobilization.
2. Scapegoats for misfortune and suffering were invented
and then killed.
3. There was a morbid fear of spies and other, all-butinvisible enemies.
4. The leaders had faith in the effectiveness of the willpower of the mobilized masses, and discounted the importance of superior technOlOgy.
5. Ordinary people believed in a more-or-less magical
ideology that promised the accomplishment of superhuman
feats.
6. Activists were obsessed with the symbolic purification
of words, dress and objects.
7. There was a general desire for ideological unity, and the
government sponsored a crude programme for compelling deviants to reform their thoughts.
8. People tended to expect an instant, almost miraculous,
restoration of well-being once evil-doers had been
destroyed.
9. Theatrical devices were used to arouse the emotions, and
drama and real life flowed into each other.
10. The enthusiastic young were the most numerous recruits to
the cause, and possibly those who eventually suffered
most.
11. The mass movement only developed as the result of a measure
of encouragement from a part of the government apparatus.
12. The civil and military bureaucracies split into two factions, one for and one against the mass movement, and
deadly feuds arose from this antagonism.
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13.

14.
15.

The mass movement was ostensibly loyal to the Throne,·
but in practice resisted official attempts to control
it, and even created a skeletal administration of its
own at the local level.
The criminal underworld used the mass movement as a cover.
Popular support was widespread but shallow, and collapsed
under pressure as initial credulousness gave way to
common-sense.

With this checklist we must take our leave of the Boxers. Whether Maurice
Freedman would have approved or not of the arguments offered here under
his auspices, I do not know. I miss, and the profession misses, his kindly
but incisive criticism.

MARK ELVIN.
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